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With reference to the 16/03/2022
submission of your
AQAR, you are
requested to provide
the following
clarifications for
enabling NAAC to
process AQAR
further: 1. It is
observed that generic
website address of
the institution is
provided under
S.No.3. Under
S.No.3, please
provide functional
and particular web
link which redirects to
AQAR of 2015-16
which is hosted on
your institutional
website. 2. It is
observed that generic
website address of
the institution is
provided under
S.No.4. Under
S.No.4, please
provide functional

Response of
Institution
Thanks for editing.
after editing we are
submitted AQAR
2016-17.
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and particular web
link which redirects to
academic calendar
for complete year of
2016-17 which is
hosted on your
institutional website.
3. It is observed that
the institution
mentioned generic
website address in
metric 2.7.1 which is
not considerable. If
the institution has
conducted any
survey for students
regarding teaching
learning process
during 2016-17, then
please provide
particular link which
redirects to design of
the questionnaire
prepared by your
institution, results
and details of
Student Satisfaction
Survey (SSS) on
overall institutional
performance during
2016-17 in metric
2.7.1 in detail which
is hosted on your
institutional website
only. Otherwise
kindly leave it blank.
Please don’t give
google drive link. 4. It
is observed that the
institution mentioned
generic website
address in metric
7.3.1 which is not
considerable. Please
provide particular link
which redirects to
Institutional
distinctiveness in
metric 7.3.1 instead
of generic website
address of Institution.
If the information is
not hosted on your
institutional website,
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kindly leave it blank
but don't mention
generic website
address. If you have
any correction in
AQAR please do it
within 15 days. If no
updation is there,
kindly write your
comments in the
response box that
you have nothing to
add. Your AQAR is
reopened for
correction / editing at
your end. Please
treat this as
URGENT for
Response. Only 15
days from today will
be given to the
institution edit the
AQAR and to resubmit the AQAR.
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